
Basic concepts of modern

standard cosmology:

The three cosmic scalars!

• The universe is a spacelike homgeneity

• Cosmic matter density varies inversely

proportional to the spacelike volume!

• The universe is characterized by a globally 

isotropic curvature; i.e. K= 0; or = (+/-)1 !

• The cosmic vacuum energy density is

constant!

• Then ---------->>>>



Present-day standard cosmology with

K=Lambda=const!



Alternative forms of cosmic 

expansion:



The Big-bang Universe with K=0!: 



What constitutes the world in terms

of Omega`s:



The problem with a constant vacuum energy density:

vacuum energy

increases

gravitational attraction kgrav

decreases
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= intermaterial gravitational force between co-moving masses



The anthropic Lambda-miracle:



Do we have the physical concepts 

right in FLRW-cosmologies?

• Is the mass of the universe conserved?

• What is the effective cosmic density?

• How is gravitational binding energy 

entering the ART field equations?

• Is isotropic cosmic curvature reasonable?

• How all of this is reflected in changes of the 

vacuum energy density? 



What is the absolute reference

system for centrifugal forces?



The total universe as the cosmic 

reference system!



The instantaneous mass of the universe ?



Hoyle`s creation theory



Vacuum energy and mass creation as

analogous actions?



A curved universe with metrical reactions to 

potential energy density (E.Fischer,1993):



Curvature energy and mass creation:



Local masses in the global Universe?



What is the effective cosmic mass 

density?



The effective cosmic mass density 

(high density limit):



The local spacetime and the expansion of 

the  

Einstein-Straus vacuole



The local world embedded in a vacuum-

energy-loaded universe



Towards more realistic universes:

The 2-phase structured universe



Voids and Walls: !Non-homologous structure expansions!
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General-Relativistic spacetime averages 

and GRT FRW equations



The back-reaction of curvature averages



Redshift-magnitude relation in 

different universes



Structured cosmic matter in a 2-phase 

universe as analogy to vacuum energy



Vacuum action in GRT? 



A rational concept of empty space



!No photon redshift in empty space!



The „zero energy“ universe:



The „Zero-Energy“ universe



We could get the physical concepts 

right,...if....!

• Is the mass of the universe conserved?

• There is mass creation due to vacuum decay!

• What is the effective cosmic density?

• It is the metrically modulated proper density!

• How is gravitational binding energy entering the 

ART field equations?

• It reduces the effective density! 

• How changes the vacuum energy density?

• It decays inversely proportional to the square of S

!



All stories and books have a begin; 

the universe has none!

unless we make a story out of it!



But all over the world doubts 

come up...... 


